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Abstract

When peaky distributions arises from different financial data, the Normal-Inverse Gaussian distribution is often
used to model the data distribution. On this paper a new method of maximizing the likelihood function is presented.
Also an application is made to the S&P500 stock return data. A combination of random optimization and mathematica
built in FindMaximum is used to maximizing the likelihood function to get the best parameter estimation for the
Normal-Inverse Gaussian distribution.

1 Introduction
The Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution was first introduced by Barndorff-Nielsen (1997) as a Normal
variance-mean mixture with an Inverse Gaussian mixing distribution. Due to its four parameters it can model a
variety of distributions. This model is most often used on financial applications because of the heaviness of tail of the
distributions. For this study I used the stock return data from Standard&Poor’s 500 (S&P500) on the year 2009. The
Histogram of data had a high kurtosis and a heavy tail, which will be discussed in more details on the Methodology
section.

1.1 The Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution
As stated above the normal inverse gaussian has four parameter, α, µ, β, and γ, which gives it the flexibility to model
a large variety of curves. It is also known to model very peaky curves. The probability density function for the normal
inverse gaussian distribution is fairly complicated to do any calculations by hand, so mathematica was used to help us
do almost all the calculations. The NIG probability density function is given by

g(x, α, β, µ, γ) =
α

π
exp(γ

√
α2 − β2 − βµ)φ(x)

−1
2 K1(γαφ(x)

1
2 )exp(βx))

where φ(x) = 1 + [(x−µ)/γ]2 and Kr(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order r evaluated
at x [?].

The very basic idea behind this paper is to find the parameters, α, β, µ, and γ, that when we plug them back into
the probability density function it would give us a curve similar to the one of our histogram.
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2 Methodology
After using Mathematica to make the histogram one could notice that the data was not normally distributed. By over-
laying the normal distribution with the same mean and standard deviation over the histogram it was very clear that the
data was not normally distributed.

Figure 1: Overlaying of the Normal Distribution over the data histogram

Also by looking at the kurtosis (5.33961) and Skewness (-0.129867) of the data which was very different from the
normal distribution, where kurtosis and skewness is typically 3 and 0. Since the kurtosis of the data was way above 3
the obvious conclusion is that our data is very peaky, since kurtosis measures the peakiness of a distribution.

2.1 Choosing the Model
After trying different distributions to the data, we finally came across the normal inverse gaussian distribution. An
informed guess was made that the data had a normal inverse gaussian distribution based on the data’s high kurtosis
and asymmetric distribution.

g(x, α, β, µ, γ) =
α

π
exp(γ

√
α2 − β2 − βµ)φ(x)

−1
2 K1(γαφ(x)

1
2 )exp(βx))

where φ(x) = 1 + [(x−µ)/γ]2 and Kr(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order r evaluated
at x.

Each parameter of the probability density function plays its own role on approximating the curve to the data.

• α determines the tail heaviness

• β determines the asymmetry of the distribution

• µ is the location parameter or determines the shift of the distribution

• γ is the scale parameter or determines how spread out the distribution is
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2.2 Parameters Estimation
The moments of the NIG distribution plays a very importation role on the parameter estimation process.

• mean = µ+ αβ/γ

• variance = δα2/γ3

• skewness = 3β/α
√
δγ

• Kurtosis = 3(1 + 4β2/α2)/(δγ)
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Equating the theoretical moments with their sample counterparts, and solving for the parameters one obtains that

γ̂ =
3

s
√

3ȳ2 − 5ȳ21
, β̂ =

γ̄1sγ̂
2

3
, δ̂ =

s2γ̂3

β̂2 + γ̂2
, µ̂ = x̄− β̂ δ̂

γ̂
,

Where x̂, s2 are usually the sample mean and variance, respectively, while γ̄1 = µ3

µ
3/2
2

and γ̄2 = µ4

µ2
2−3

, with

µk = n−1
∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)k, i.e the sample skewness and kurtosis respectively. The moment estimates do not exist

if 3γ̂2 < 5γ̂21 .[?]
Using the moment estimation of the parameters we manage to get the parameters for the NIG, but they weren’t the
best estimation of the parameters, since we didn’t get the results we expected.

2.3 Maximum likelihood estimation
A typical method that is widely used to estimate the parameters of the NIG is the maximum likelihood estimation
method. By maximizing the likelihood function we increase the probability of getting the parameters that will give
us the best fit of the NIG probability density function to our data. Maximizing the likelihood function is the same as
maximizing the log of the likelihood function. Since maximizing a function means taking its derivative, it would be
smarter to maximize the log of the likelihood function since it’s a sum not a product.
The log of the likelihood function given a random sample of size n from a NIG(α, β, µ, γ) is given by

L = −nln(π) + nln(α) + n(δγ − βµ)− 1

2

n∑
i=1

φ(xi) + β

n∑
i=1

xi +

n∑
i=1

K1(δαφ(xi)
1/2).

By looking at the log likelihood function we can see that it involves the Bessel function, which tells us that a direct
maximization is a hard thing to do[?].

2.4 Random Optimization
Using mathematica as our computational tool, we used random optimization to maximize the log of the likelihood
function. A code in mathematica was created to do the iterations. The random optimization was performed by using
the parameters obtained from the moment estimation as the initial values. We then performed the iteration 10,000
times until the output was equal up to the third decimal place. Even though a decent solution was obtained, after we
plotted the NIG pdf against the histogram, we didn’t really get a very good fit.

2.5 Mathematica Built-in FindMaximum
We had previously used mathematica built in FindMaximum by taking the moment estimation of the parameters as
the starting point, and the results weren’t satisfactory. The FindMaximum(f, x, x0) searches for a local maximum
in f , starting from the point x = x0. Now the parameters obtained from the random optimization was used as the
initial value, and after performing a pp-plot and a chi-squared test it was clear that the NIG with the parameters from
FindMaximum command in Mathematica fitted the data very well.
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3 Numerical Results
The FindMaximum command in mathematica, described on the previous section, gave the best results when it comes
to maximize the likelihood function. An educated guess for the initial values for the FindMaximum command was
made after the use of random optimization to maximize the log of the likelihood function, which didn’t give the best
parameter results for the pdf at first when we used the moment estimation parameters.
To begin the calculations, the stock returns was first calculated from the stock index and a histogram of the log of the
returns was created using Mathematica.

Figure 2: Log of the stock return histogram

Using mathematica to determine the value of the mean, skewness and kurtosis of the data we found

• Mean = 0.000456434

• Skewness = -0.129867

• Kurtosis = 5.33961
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Using the moment estimation of the NIG to estimate the parameters of the probability density function, the fol-
lowing picture was given

Figure 3: NIG distribution using moment estimation of the parameters

Since the moment estimation wouldn’t give the best estimation for the parameters, we used the likelihood function
to estimate the parameters. The log of the likelihood was taken, and we use the random optimization to maximize the
likelihood function. Using those parameters to plot the NIG pdf against the data histogram, a good fit to the data was
observed.

Figure 4: NIG distribution using random optmization to maximize the likelihood function
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Also an attempt was made by using the sample mean as µ and estimate the rest of the parameters.

Figure 5: Plot of NIG pdf with µ as the sample mean

From the previous 3 graphs, there wasn’t much of an improvement as of how much the pdf with different parame-
ters fit the actual data. We start seeing the real difference when we use the FindMaximum with the initial values from
the random optimization to maximize the log of the likelihood function.

Figure 6: Plot of NIG pdf using FindMaximum
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The difference is even clearer what we plot all the graphs together. The graphs are color color coded with

• Red is the NIG pdf with µ as the sample mean

• Blue is the NIG approximation to the data using the maximum likelihood estimates

• Purple is the normal distribution with the same mean and standard deviation as the data

• Pink is the NIG pdf using the parameters from Mathematica FindMaximum command

Figure 7: Plot of all the previous graph together

Now a PP-Plot is generated to check the goodness of fit.

Figure 8: PP-Plot of the data S&P500 stock return when the Normal-Inverse Gaussian distribution is fitted
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4 Conclusions
A simple method for maximizing the likelihood function for the estimation of the parameters of the Normal-Inverse
Gaussian distribution was provided. The algorithm provided on this report is relatively straight forward and easy to
follow.The NIG fits very well the data concerning S&P500 log of the stock return.
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5 Appendix
(* The definition of the normal inverse Gaussian distribution *)

NIG[x_, {\[Alpha]_, \[Beta]_, \[Mu]_, \[Delta]_}] := (\[Alpha]*\
\[Delta]/Pi)*

Exp[\[Delta]*Sqrt[\[Alpha]ˆ2 - \[Beta]ˆ2] + \[Beta]*(x - \[Mu])]*
BesselK[1, \[Alpha]*Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2]]/
Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2];(* The definition of the normal \

inverse Gaussian distribution *)
NIG[x_, {\[Alpha]_, \[Beta]_, \[Mu]_, \[Delta]_}] := (\[Alpha]*\
\[Delta]/Pi)*

Exp[\[Delta]*Sqrt[\[Alpha]ˆ2 - \[Beta]ˆ2] + \[Beta]*(x - \[Mu])]*
BesselK[1, \[Alpha]*Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2]]/
Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2];

(* Moment estimation of the parameters for a normal inverse Gaussian \
fit to the data *)

\[Gamma]0 =
3/(StandardDeviation[Log[returns]]*

Sqrt[3*(Kurtosis[Log[returns]] - 3) -
5*Skewness[Log[returns]]ˆ2]);

\[Beta]0 =
Skewness[Log[returns]]*StandardDeviation[Log[returns]]*\[Gamma]0ˆ2/3;

\[Delta]0 =
StandardDeviation[

Log[returns]]ˆ2*\[Gamma]0ˆ3/(\[Beta]0ˆ2 + \[Gamma]0ˆ2);
\[Mu]0 = Mean[Log[returns]] - \[Beta]0*\[Delta]0/\[Gamma]0;
\[Alpha]0 = Sqrt[\[Beta]0ˆ2 + \[Gamma]0ˆ2];

(* Random optimization to find maximum of the likelihood function and \
corresponding parameters *)

t1 =
Log[L[{\[Alpha]0, \[Beta]0, \[Mu]0, \[Delta]0}]]

n = 1;
While[n < 10000000, \[Epsilon] =

RandomVariate[UniformDistribution[{-0.2, 0.2}]];
t2 = Log[L[{\[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Beta]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Mu]0 + \

\[Epsilon], \[Delta]0 + \[Epsilon]}]];
If[t2 > t1,
Print[{t2, {\[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Beta]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Mu]0 + \

\[Epsilon], \[Delta]0 + \[Epsilon]}}];
t1 = t2; \[Alpha]0 = \[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon]; \[Beta]0 = \[Beta]0 + \

\[Epsilon]; \[Mu]0 = \[Mu]0 + \[Epsilon]; \[Delta]0 = \[Delta]0 + \
\[Epsilon]];
n++]

(* Plot of the NIG approximation to the data using the moment \
estimates. Note that \[Beta]0 has been replaced by the sample mean \
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for a better fit *)

A = Plot[NIG[
x, {\[Alpha]0, \[Beta]0, Mean[Log[returns]], \[Delta]0}], {x,
Min[Log[returns]], Max[Log[returns]]}, PlotRange -> {0, 40},
PlotStyle -> {Red, Thick}];

(* Histogram of the data *)

B = Histogram[Log[returns], Automatic, "PDF"];

(* Plot of the NIG approximation to the data using the maximum \
likelihood estimates *)

T = Plot[NIG[
x, {59.79297715939149‘, -2.9456331023221476‘,
0.0011083540822209176‘, 0.02126213771902536‘}], {x,

Min[Log[returns]], Max[Log[returns]]}, PlotRange -> {0, 40},
PlotStyle -> {Blue, Thick}];

(* Plot of a normal distribution with the same mean and standard \
deviation as the data *)

U = Plot[PDF[
NormalDistribution[Mean[Log[returns]],
StandardDeviation[Log[returns]]], x], {x, Min[Log[returns]],

Max[Log[returns]]}, PlotRange -> {0, 40},
PlotStyle -> {Purple, Thick}];

(*Using FindMaximum*)

FindMaximum[
Log[L[{\[Alpha], \[Beta], \[Mu], \[Delta]}]], {{\[Alpha],

59.79297764614564‘}, {\[Beta], -2.945632615568‘}, {\[Mu],
0.0011088408363683505‘}, {\[Delta], 0.021262624473172793‘}}]

(*PP-Plot*)

NIG[x_, {\[Alpha]_, \[Beta]_, \[Mu]_, \[Delta]_}] := (\[Alpha]*\
\[Delta]/Pi)*Exp[\[Delta]*Sqrt[\[Alpha]ˆ2 - \[Beta]ˆ2]]*

BesselK[1, \[Alpha]*Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2]]/
Sqrt[\[Delta]ˆ2 + (x - \[Mu])ˆ2];

cdf[z_] :=
NIntegrate[
NIG[x, {37.79794553632242‘, -3.1072497718745917‘,

0.001625852871234815‘, 0.014177177599337704‘}], {x, -Infinity,
z}]

T = Table[{cdf[z],
N[Length[Cases[Log[returns], x_ /; x <= z]]/

Length[Log[returns]]]}, {z, Min[Log[returns]], Max[Log[returns]],
0.005}]
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